The Cattle Induction System (CIS) works seamlessly with our entire Feedyard Management System to easily induct and track individual animals into the feedyard. CIS is a touchscreen application running at the processing chute, and can be tied to chute scale and EID or barcode readers.

Data collected is shared with our Feedyard Management, Feed Management and Health Management Systems, creating a single individual animal inventory for all users at the yard.
CIS IS FLEXIBLE, EASY TO USE AND GIVES YOU ACCURATE REPORTS

FLEXIBLE IMPLEMENTATION AND USAGE

- Stand alone setup or interface with AMS
- Various tag entries including electronic, visual or no tag (individual weights only)
- Various weight entries: from scales, hand keyed or average
- Touchscreen capable when chute side
- Hands-free capable when electronic tags used
- Ability to Auto-Adjust weight breaks or fill pens to capacity
- Target headcount and needle change warnings available
- Processing drugs assigned to each sort
- Multiple ways to set up from sorts to no sorts – just capture tags

REPORTING AS YOU NEED IT

- Communicates information to AMS
- Reports of tags, weights and other information recorded
- Reports ran by job or by lot

“TURNKEY ALLOWS US TO GATHER AND PROCESS INFORMATION IN AN ACCURATE AND TIMELY MANNER.”
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